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While nucleic acids exhibit a rich variety of knotted struc
tures,1 there have been no reports so far of knots in native 
proteins or polypeptides.2-6 We now report our finding, the 
result of a survey of structures currently deposited in the 
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank, that several metalloproteins 
contain trefoil knots as well as catenated substructures. These 
extraordinary topological features depend on the presence of 
the covalently bound metal atoms and disulfide bonds, which 
are integral constituents of the knots and links. 

In the multicopper enzyme ascorbate oxidase (AOase, Figure 
la),7a two copper atoms (i.e., Cu2 and Cu3, bonded to nitrogen 
atoms) and two disulfide bonds form part of such a knot (Figure 
lb). Different combinations of copper atoms, disulfide bonds, 
and polypeptide chain segments yield additional trefoil knots. 
The same knots are contained in the reduced form of AOase 
and in the azide and peroxide derivatives.7b Similarly, in the 
C-lobe of human lactoferrin (hLf, Figure 2a),8a an iron atom 
(bonded to oxygen atoms) and one disulfide bond are part of a 
trefoil knot (Figure 2b). The same knot, with copper substituted 
for iron, is contained in human copper lactoferrin.8b In 
conformity with a general convention developed for topologi-
cally chiral knots,9 the knots in AOase and in the C-lobe of 
hLf are assigned L and D configurations, respectively. 

The structures of the two proteins in Figures la and 2a also 
contain a variety of two-component topological links, depending 
on the choice of metal atoms, disulfide bonds, and polypeptide 
chain segments. An example is shown in Figure 2c. The 
incorporation of metal atoms and disulfide bonds in all of these 
links is in accord with our previous observation3 that catenated 
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Figure 1. (a) Condensed schematic drawing of the dimer subunit of 
ascorbate oxidase (native oxidized form).7" Data from Brookhaven 
Protein Data Bank accession number IAOZ. Cysteine (or half-cystine) 
and histidine residues are numbered, and their a-carbons are symbolized 
by • and O, respectively. Intrachain disulfide linkages are shown as 
heavy lines joining a pair of solid circles. Unlabeled vertices represent 
carbon atoms, and hydrogen atoms are suppressed for clarity. Also 
omitted is the long bond (2.9 A) between CuI and the Sa atom of the 
side chain of residue Met517. (b) A trefoil knot derived from the 
structure shown in a. 
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Figure 2. (a) Condensed schematic drawing of human lactoferrin.811 

Data from Brookhaven Protein Data Bank accession number ILFG. 
Cysteine (or half-cystine) residues are numbered and their a-carbons 
are symbolized by • . Intrachain disulfide linkages are shown as heavy 
lines. Some non-cysteine residues are shown by numbers plus their 
three-letter abbreviations, with O referring to their a-carbons. Unla
beled vertices represent carbon atoms, and hydrogen atoms are 
suppressed for clarity. This protein is structurally characterized by two 
lobes: the N-lobe on the left and the C-lobe on the right. The two 
lobes exhibit similar folding8* and contain the same topological tangle, 
(b) The trefoil knot derived from the C-lobe of the structure shown in 
a. (c) A topological link derived from the C-lobe of the structure shown 
in a. 

(and, as shown in the present work, knotted) substructures in 
proteins are most likely formed from a combination of co
valently bound cofactor and disulfide cross-links. It may be 
the case that, in general, where there are knots in proteins 
there are also links, although the converse is certainly not 
true.3 '6 
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In light of the present and previous work3 and of the roughly 
exponential growth in new high-resolution protein structures 
that are solved every year,10 it now appears likely that links 
and knots will in time become familiar topological features of 
conjugated protein structures—the more so because the choice 
of bonds regarded as topologically significant depends on the 
molecular model under consideration.11 For example, given the 
extensive network of hydrogen bonds in proteins, the inclusion 
of such bonds as edges in the molecular graph of protein 
molecules12 is bound to furnish many additional catenated and 
knotted substructures. Finally, it remains to explore further the 

role played by these topological features—their bearing on 
molecular rigidity, enzymatic function, and the protein folding 
mechanism. 
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